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advantageous to delay walking until seventeen or eighteen
months. Overfatigue should be avoided. All children need
relaxation; some need a rest period as often as ten minutes
every hour. A rest period before eating is frequently highly
beneficial.
Walking gives the child a new perspective on the world.
It broadens his horizon; it extends his world.
Running and Jumping. — In addition to learning to walk
the energetic baby also learns, during the second year, to run,
climb, go up stairs, stand on one foot, and play ball— all in
an intent, awkward way. He seems to be omnipresent on his
active little legs. He can run away from his mother or play
ball with his daddy who is standing three to seven feet away
from him.
Hand Movements. — A baby's hands are very important
instruments in helping him to learn about the world. They
have more sense organs than any other part of the body ,o£
equal size.11 Muscle senses and skin senses in the hand co-
operate to give the feel and weight of objects.12 A baby that
never touched things would not have our common ideas
about many objects* Babies are learning, not being obsti-
nate, when they reach from the high chair to touch the coffee
pot after the mother has warningly said, "Hot.'* As a result
of this experience they may whimper a bit, but they are
better off than if they were so protected that "hot" meant
"can't touch for some mysterious reason/' It is only by
handling objects that babies learn to know "hot," "cold,"
"sharp," "soft," "smooth/^ and many other qualities. Ac-
cordingly, the baby should have opportunities for handling
many different things, a few at a time, so that he will have
clear, firsthand impressions of them.
As in postural control and learning to walk, so in learning
to grasp objects there is a general progression of mastery of
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